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To be Greek one must have no clothes. To be medieval one must have no body. To be modern 
one must have no soul.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ‘Robinson Casket’, carved ivory, made in Sri Lanka c1557 

Oscar Wilde’s aphorism embodies the idea of the Middle Ages as dark and joyless, its art 
governed by moral and religious zeal and by the pessimism of the death-haunted medieval 
mind. This was the view set down so persuasively by 19th- and early 20th-century historians 
that it has persisted until today. How to bring light to the dark ages, and visitors into these 
languishing sections of the museum, has been the piquant challenge to the Victoria and Albert 
museum’s seven-year restructuring of its Medieval and Renaissance galleries. 

The 10 new rooms, including many masterly reconstructions – the domestic quarters at the 
lavish Burgundian court, Piero de Medici’s Florence study – reopened this week and are both 
an aesthetic and intellectual triumph. Hugely expanded state-of-the-art spaces allow 
comprehensive exhibition of this great collection of decorative objects as never before. Fragile 
pieces such as Leonardo da Vinci’s notebooks, packed with sketches, diagrams, scribbled 
observations, are on permanent display for the first time. Monumental ones – the High Altar 
chapel from Florence’s Santa Chiara convent (the only Italian Renaissance chapel outside Italy) 
or the Burgundian tapestry depicting a boar and bear hunt whose details provide an intense 
visual insight into medieval courtly life – command dramatic new environments. 

The result will not only seduce visitors; it will shape interpretation of this epoch for a 
generation. For if Huizinga’s vision of the medieval temperament as weary, inflammable and 
decadent reflected, in fact, the sombre mood of Europe after the first world war, here is the 
21st-century riposte: the years 300 to 1600 recast as an epoch as busy, fluid, international in 
outlook, subject to multiple influences, and slippery of definition as our own. 

Crucially, the long, bright, open galleries, some daylit, others set with brilliant stained-glass 
windows depicting leaping devils and angels from Paris’s 13th-century Sainte-Chapelle and 
Saint-Germain-des-Prés mounted on onyx panels, presents the era as a seamless whole. 
Cleverly designed balconies, archways, and portals afford vistas of how artistic styles rose, 



waned and adapted, but there are no artificial barriers, either historic or geographic. 
Byzantine, medieval Greek, classical, and Gothic sources converge.  

A glass and gold mosaic head from Ravenna, dated 545, depicts a beardless, youthful Christ in 
an iconography that evokes pagan antecedents – notably the figure of Hermes surrounded by 
a halo, represented in an adjacent Egyptian tapestry from a century earlier. A painted 
limewood sculpture of Christ riding a donkey, full of pathos, featuring in Palm Sunday 
processions, dates from the same year, 1480, as Carlo Crivelli’s exquisite gold “Virgin and 
Child” (pictured right), where the artist has incised his name as though in stone: a trompe 
l’oeil effect claiming painting’s superiority over sculpture, and a plea for worldly fame as well 
as eternal salvation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Everywhere, northern and southern influences overlap, as fits the presentation of a Europe 
more united in the Middle Ages than at any time until the creation of the European Union, with 
Latin the universal language of politics and scholarship.  

It is, however, an outward-bound Europe – a gallery designed as a crossroads – reflects 
essential trading and diplomatic links with other continents and empires. Bellini’s Venetian 
portrait of Sultan Mehmed II, the Ottoman leader, presides; a translucent blue flask decorated 
with the Medici symbol of ermines has classical Roman motifs and Chinese-style 
chrysanthemum and insects painted beneath them; a casket given by King Dharmapala of 
Kotte (Sri Lanka) to John III of Portugal combines Sinhalese symbols of rebirth with scenes 
from Christ’s life. 

From the rich, glowing detail on all sides, two overarching stories emerge. One is that the 
development and spread of Christian art took place within a culture that never ceased looking 
back, in unbroken tradition, to the past. Charlemagne, crowned Holy Roman Emperor in 800, 
tried to emulate the courtly splendour of late antique Rome: the intricate ivory-carved book 
covers from the Lorsch gospels, depicting the Nativity and the Annunciation, a key work of his 
Carolingian Renaissance, harks back to Byzantine imagery and to ancient styles.  

Half a millennium later, classically inspired flowing draperies create a sense of movement and 
surface pattern on Duccio’s subtly carved white marble relief “The Virgin and Child with Five 
Angels”, where Christ wears a pendant based on a Greek coin showing a four-horsed chariot 
driven by the female figure Victory. The church effortlessly and pragmatically assimilated 
classicism: the oldest work here, the fifth-century ivory Symmachi panel depicting a priestess, 
commissioned by a leading Roman pagan family as a political statement, survived as the doors 
to a 13th-century shrine in the abbey of Montier-en-Der in France until the French revolution. 



 

 

 

 

 

  
 

A European 16th-century pearl and enamel salamander pendant 

Art as power is the second story. There remained, until the end of this period, large-scale 
church-commissioned works of stunning craftsmanship and religious fervour that, in their 
complex iconography and Gothic pile-up of detail, offer more or less complete summaries of 
medieval theology, such as the 1525 gilded limestone altarpiece from Troyes. Yet even this 
contains elaborate Italianate motifs, and in style is evocative of one of the V&A’s most 
magnificent secular pieces, the gilded silver nautilus shell table sculpture, the Burghley Nef, 
made in Paris in 1527. A mermaid supports a fully-masted ship on her arched back and, 
among a plethora of ornamentation visible only close up, tiny figures of a man and woman 
seated below the main mast, playing chess – an allegory of the romance of Tristan and Iseult 
travelling by sea from Ireland to Cornwall. 

This sort of flamboyant domestic piece became a feature in homes in the late middle ages, 
reflecting the growth of moneyed individuals as feudal dominance loosened. Cities expanded 
and manufacturing industries sprang up, catering to a new leisured class who sought identity 
and status through luxury possessions. Standing on a balcony surveying a sculpture garden 
whose highlight is Giambologna’s dynamic “Samson Slaying a Philistine”, a work that travelled 
as a gift from Italy to Spain to Britain, we can follow the rise of the cosmopolitan connoisseur.  

But even more clearly we recognise our own world: art for show in a melting pot of history, as 
medieval and renaissance Europe are recreated, compellingly and playfully, in a 21st-century 
mirror. 
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